Congratulations on your new Soccer Goal purchase. UCS has been represented at four Olympic Games, NCAA Championships, US Olympic Trials, US Track & Field National Championships, and was the Official Supplier to the 1994 World Cup. Your dedication to excellence inspires our efforts to bring you the finest engineered and manufactured “Made in the U.S.A.” products.

Soccer Goals have a 7 YEAR WARRANTY *Does not include net.
How to Care for your UCS Soccer Goal

- Soccer goals should be properly installed as per general installation instructions.
- Nets should be stored inside at the end of each season.
- DO NOT CLIMB OR HANG FROM THE GOAL FRAMEWORK OR NET.
- Do not attempt to use the goal during inclement weather, especially during lightning storms.
- Use soccer goals only on level fields.
- Always anchor portable soccer goals. Unsecured goals can fall over causing serious injury or death. Use the fasteners supplied with the goal or you may purchase a UCS access frame kit to secure portable soccer goals to football goal posts.

Congratulations!
You’ve made a sound investment by selecting UCS equipment. The innovative design and expert craftsmanship will enhance your facility, maximize safety, and improve the competitive experience for athletes, coaches, and spectators alike.

Feel free to contact us for assistance regarding maintenance, accessories, or upgrades. We welcome the opportunity to serve you.

Your UCS Team
Providing all you need to make premier facilities on time.
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